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I would like to thank the committee for the opportunity to provide a submission for the purpose of
an inquiry into the benefits of music education and the manner in which music education is provided
across Victoria. This submission was tabled at the Glen Waverley Secondary College school council
meeting on Wednesday 13th February, and was approved and endorsed by the Principal Mr Gerard
Schiller and the school council.
Background and Context
I am the music educator I am today because of the outstanding musical education and opportunities
provided to me as a student in a Victorian State school. I was lucky enough to attend Mentone Girls’
Secondary College in the 1980’s and was given the opportunity to experience quality classroom
music and instrumental music. I understand that during this time Victorian State schools had a large
injection of funds dedicated to providing music specific staffing, instruments, buildings, equipment
and resources. Certain schools like Blackburn High School and Eltham High School were dedicated
“music schools” and many music educators moved from the United States sharing their skills and
experiences of running successful classroom, instrumental and ensemble based programs.
I was able to receive quality free education in classroom music and instrumental music. I had seen a
clarinet before, but had never tried an instrument. I was given the opportunity to try different
musical instruments and then select the instrument that best suited my learning needs. As a
clarinettist I was able to participate in the school band program, and as a singer participate in the
school choir, madrigal group and school musical productions. Being one of six children, I would not
have had the opportunity to participate in a “user pays” music program. Throughout my high school
years I also had the opportunity to extend my musical and concert band experiences through
“Melbourne Youth Music”. I was able to develop my instrumental skills working my way up through
three concert bands on the saxophone to perform with the Melbourne Youth Symphonic Band and
when required for the Melbourne Youth Orchestra. Since the 1990’s the funding allocated for
Melbourne Youth Music has decreased and the bands that I progressed through no longer exist. I am
extremely passionate about music education and I have experienced first-hand the benefits of
learning music in state school funded music programs.

Evidence supporting music education in schools
I am a passionate advocate for music education. I support the views of advocate group “Music Play
for Life” http://www.musicplayforlife.org/pdf/mpfl_lobby_kit.pdf , this group has brought together
the latest research of the benefits of music education, supporting students, parents, teachers,
principals and schools. Articles such as “Why music is important” and “Music makes the difference”
provide recent research that outlines benefits of music education, including improved performance
in other academic areas such as reasoning, mathematics, and developing social and team skills.
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Howard Gardner’s work around multiple intelligences has had a profound impact on thinking and
practise in education. He recognises musical intelligence as one of the seven intelligences. Musical
intelligence involves skills in the performance, composition and appreciation of musical patterns. It
encompasses the capacity to recognise and compose musical pitches, tones and rhythms. As
educators we must ensure that students have equal access to music education; to experience
musical thinking, to be able to play, listen, compose, read, write, and respond to music.
Art Costa and Bena Kallick define the “Habits of Mind” as the dispositions that are skillfully and
mindfully employed by characteristically successful people when confronted with problems, the
solutions to which are not immediately apparent. Quality music education involves the teaching,
learning and experiencing of all these dispositions: persisting, managing impulsivity, listening with
understanding and empathy, thinking flexibly, metacognition, striving for accuracy, questioning,
applying past knowledge, thinking and communicating with clarity and precision, gathering data
through all senses, creating/imagining/innovating, responding with wonderment and awe, taking
responsible risks, finding humor, thinking interdependently, and remaining open to continuous
learning. I find in my daily music teaching I naturally explore the different dispositions, to observe
which dispositions or thinking tools work or apply to each situation, or to observe which dispositions
students go to first and which dispositions can be explicitly taught and developed in the music
classroom, instrumental music lesson or ensemble rehearsal.
*Please see my attached document on my own research and development into the Habits of Mind in
Music “The thinking musician” which was presented at the “Sounds Great” Statewide Music
Conference in 2009.

The study and application of “21st Century Skills” is increasing in the contemporary design and
assessment of curriculum. The work of the University of Melbourne coupled with academics such as
Laura Greenstein is being applied at my school. These skills include technology, ways of thinking,
tools and collaboration. I am so pleased that so much of what music educators already do can be
considered as “21st century skills”, and further strengthen my resolve to advocate for music
education for all Victorian students. 21st Century skills and music education work like hand in glove,
please see below for my own observations at a snapshot of what “21st Century Music Education”
would (and is already) looking like.
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21st century taxonomy
(Black font L. Greenstein, “Assessing 21st Century Skills” p50, blue font – my own observations and
application of 21st Century skills to music)
20th Century
Knowledge: recall
of understanding

21st Century
Mastery of core
content

Understanding:
making sense of
content; describing
and organising it

Communication
and
collaboration:
expressing ideas
and working with
others
Applying past to
new. Problem
solving

Application: using
the information

Analysis:
Thoughtfully
considering the
information

Metacognition:
learning and selfaware thinking

Evaluation:
comparing,
reasoning

Critical thinking.
Productivity

Synthesis:
combining these
ideas in a
comprehensible
and unique way

Leadership:
responsibility and
accountability
Citizenship:
contributing
globally
Creativity and
innovation for
applied purposes
at work and in

Creation:
production of
original works,
innovation

Applied Technology and Music Education
Bookmark important information
Create a popplet exploring the background of a recital piece, including photos,
links to youtube performances of the piece, itunes professional recordings, links
to biographies, composer homepages, pictures of the musical scores with
student and teacher annotations, define and analyse Italian and other musical
terms, articulations and stylistic conventions and considerations
See attached PDF “clarinet repertoire term 1”
Present a livecast, podcast or webinar
VCE Performance students live cast or skype to partnership schools, perform
repertoire pieces from VCAA list and students give live feedback to each other
using the end of year performance exam as a guideline
Create a wiki and invite people to help solve a community problem
Build upon the knowledge and experience of musical style – how should a Bach
piece from his cello suite be interpreted on a saxophone, which was not yet
invented at the time of the composition.
After studying a piece by Bach – compose a short exercise for your instrument in
that style, use ICT such as ipads, Garageband, sibelius to record and publish the
work.
Compose a 16 bar work where each student contributes two bars, the students
must look at what was composed before them and what may be coming next to
create a cohesive work.
Use social media or wiki to share ideas on how to practise, how to master
difficult technical sections.
Blog your ideas with illuminations of your thinking
Blog reflections of what is your thinking process when you play scales and
technical work. What type of thinking is your friend or foe for live performances.
How to break down or “chunk” musical phrases for slow practise . Be the
observer of ourselves when we practise and perform to optimise performance.
Share our ideas or contribute to another review/ratings webstore
Post youtube comments on performances, rate the application and relevance of
apps for music performance and aural training
Create your own app that would help you in your musical progress
Raise funds and social awareness of a global concern using social networking
Perform concerts for community events, aged care facilties, hospitals, charity
events, mentor junior students, researching copyright and licencing- equity and
fairness for performing and recording artists
Design games, simulations and virtual worlds
Organise concerts, performances and programing for specific occasions at
school and in life. Look at the marketing, repertoire selection for your audience,
MC and stage craft, how to use social media to promote events and create an
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audience for your work

It was very pleasing to see the recent feature in the Herald Sun featuring high achieving VCE
students from Glen Waverley Secondary College. Four out of the six students featured were music
students. The Dux of the College is a piano player who came into the music centre during her
lunchtimes and study periods to practise her piano pieces. She enjoyed using her practise time to
provide a release and escape from her highly demanding study program. She played piano for leisure
and to stimulate her brain and thinking in different ways. Another student performed in our Concert
Strings Ensemble while also representing the College in state level athletics and being a house sports
captain. She was able to balance her school/life while pursuing all areas of talent and aptitude.
Another student who was passionate about performing arts supported our musical concerts and
events by singing onstage, working backstage with the sound and lighting crew and starred in a
leading role of our award winning school Production – all of this while studying year 12. Another
student was a music captain and VCE music student who balanced his studies in science math and
literature while performing in the college wind, jazz and school production orchestra. To balance his
time and to make music with his friends he formed two rock bands and performed at our Battle of
the bands, school camps and assemblies. He developed great leadership skills in the music faculty
and mentored and encouraged musicians from all year levels. While this picture is literally a
“snapshot” of our school population it highlights the importance and value of music education in our
schools.
While music and music education has extrinsic value and is displayed at assemblies, open nights,
concerts and photographed for school promotional materials; the existence of a music program is
not purely for “show”. There is so much more to learning music than the end product or the public
performance. Also music education “for leisure” or “music to increase math scores” is not reason
enough for music education in schools. Music education for music education’s sake should be the
reason we teach music. Musical thinking, musical literacy, musical experimentation/creation,
musical collaboration and music technology underpin what music educators do and value. Classroom
and instrumental music courses should find a balance of rigorous academic study, research, theory,
connections to other arts, performance skill both as a soloist and as a collaborative ensemble
member. While there is definitely an opportunity for fun and enjoyment, the sense of fun and
enjoyment can come from mastering a work, achieving a goal or discovering light movements and
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the lifelong connections and friends we can make when we make quality music together. Making
suitable repertoire choices for individuals and ensembles needs careful planning and consideration;
25% of repertoire choices are made in a comfortable standard that can be sight read and build on
the confidence of performers, 50% of repertoire that challenges the musicians to refine their
listening and performing skills, and 25% that is just out of reach to inspire and keep musicians on
“the search” for what is next in their musical development.
“I’m not going to tell you that it is easy, but I’ll tell you it is worth it”

Current provision of music education in Victoria
I understand that funding levels for music education in Victoria have not increased since levels that
were set in the 1980’s, yet the GDP has increased during this time. This means that the music
educators are trying to run programs on less and are increasingly looking at rationalisation and cuts
to programs, staffing and resources. Many schools pass the costs of music education directly to
parents in a “user pays” system. I have difficulties with such a scheme in state schools as a user pays
scheme creates “haves and have nots”. Personally, my parents in the 1980’s could not have paid the
full amount of music fees and I would not have had the chance to develop skills in classical, jazz and
popular music. I advocate strongly for state government funded music education that does not
exclude students due to their socio-economic status.
My colleagues who work in various state schools report that many state schools, due to the strain on
funding, are losing music staff and instrumental music programs are suffering in a “chicken and egg”
scenario. Schools have little or no funding for instrumental music and cannot retain salaried
positions for teachers. With less instrumental music teachers in a school, there is a limited choice of
instruments for students to choose from. With a limited representation of instruments in ensembles
it is difficult to fully realise the tone and richness of concert band, jazz band and orchestra pieces.
When compositions cannot be fully realised, they lack the impact in performance and do not sound
as successful as fully instrumented ensembles. Schools that do not have a balance of instruments
find it very hard to recruit players on brass, woodwind and strings. Having current students
demonstrating the instruments are a great tool for recruitment and set up an expectation that
balanced ensembles is required for the future success of the program. Some State schools are
cutting instrumental teaching days for brass, woodwind and strings, opting for an exclusive pop/rock
music course on guitars, drums and voice. I believe it to be misrepresenting music education as a
profession and selling the students short by only offering contemporary popular instruments. It
would be like only teaching and learning from comic books in English and not having access to the
great literature and styles from the past.
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At Glen Waverley we are very fortunate to have very a supportive principal leadership team, school
council and parent’s association. They have a history of supporting the teaching and learning of
music in the classroom, instrumental and ensemble programs. While this arrangement currently
works well at Glen Waverley, a change in leadership could spell the decline or end of our highly
successful music program.

A summary of the highly successful music program at Glen Waverley Secondary College:
Classroom Music Program 2012:

Year 7 Music Class – Compulsory Core Curriculum
3x 50 minute periods per week (One Semester)
Practical Skills – Guitar (chords and melody), Drum pads (rhythmic reading)
Aural, Theory and Listening– “hear what you see, see what you hear” musical literacy – treble clef,
music reading and writing. Use of solfa/solfege musical terminology and language. Responding to
music.
ICT – use of ipads in the music classroom – Garageband (recording, composition, creativity),
metronome, tuner, rhythm reader,
Year 8 Music Class – Compulsory Core Curriculum
3x 50 minute periods per week (One Semester)
Practical Skills – Piano Keyboard, Guitar (chords and melody), Drum pads (rhythmic reading)
Aural, Theory and Listening– “hear what you see, see what you hear” musical literacy – treble clef
and bass clef, music reading and writing. Use of solfa/solfege musical terminology and language in
class to develop inner hearing and guided reflection.
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Responding to music – using literacy scaffolds and templates to assist students to structure their
oral and written responses to musical performances
ICT – the use of midi keyboards and desktop computers using composing software “mixcraft” and
Sibelius. Aural and theory training software that allows for instant feedback for students and can
have levels personalised to ensure that differentiation needs are met for each member of the class.
Year 9 Music – Elective Class
Elective Class
3X 50 minute periods per week (one semester)
Solo / Group Performance opportunities
Music Technology
Arranging and Composing
Musical literacy
Year 10 Music– Elective Class
Elective Class
3X 50 minute periods per week (one semester)
Pre VCE Music focus – performance technique, sight reading, composition, aural and theory,
listening, responding and presenting
VCE Music Performance
Combined Year 11 and 12 class
5x 50 minute periods per week
Plus compulsory membership of College large ensemble (outcome 1)
VCE Style and Composition
Offered to students via Distance Education
Students supported by Music Staff at school
Access to ICT to complete compositional tasks
VCE Music Investigation
Offered to students, supported by instrumental music staff at school
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Glen Waverley Secondary College Instrumental Music Program Summary 2012:

Elective Program
1x 50 min period per week in a group lesson
1x 60-120 min ensemble rehearsal
Number of students undertaking instrumental music lessons at Glen Waverley Secondary College
Woodwind Brass
Percussion Strings
Guitar
Voice
Yr. 7
58
21
9
60
2
10
Yr. 8
41
16
9
31
8
1
Yr. 9
18
15
5
26
10
3
Yr. 10
16
2
1
7
5
3
Yr. 11
5
3
1
5
2
Yr. 12
3
2
1
3
2

What contributes to the success of the instrumental music program at Glen Waverley
Secondary College?
The key to the success of our music program at Glen Waverley is our recruitment structure. We
deliberately recruit for the specific needs of our school ensembles based upon diagnostic testing,
and provide an opportunity for students to try all the instruments. We support our efforts through a
targeted campaign of self-promotion/musical advocacy at all parent information evenings,
orientation days and visiting professional performers from Musica-Viva. We give every year 7
student the Selmer music diagnostic test which is a multiple choice test that measures music
listening, musical memory and comparison skills. Based on the scores for melody, rhythm and
chords, coupled with transition data regarding the individual student’s learning and social needs we
can guide students to certain instruments. For example a student who scored in the mid-range in
melody, rhythm and chords with attention and focus issues who has preference for the French horn,
Clarinet and Percussion will be steered towards the clarinet. This is because clarinets often play the
main tune, in large groups and sit in the front row of the concert band ensemble. This way the
student is supported by other students on the same part (working interdependently), and can
remain more focused being seated close to the conductor. To contrast, a student who gains a
perfect score on melody, chords and rhythm, who has preferences for flute, violin and French horn,
will be steered towards the French horn as this instrument requires a very high level of pitch
matching an recognition, often only one or two players on this instrument (working independently)
and sits in the mid to back rows of the ensemble.
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At our recruitment evening each instrument is demonstrated to the students and then the students
are asked to have an open mind and to try out all of the instruments. The instrumental teachers give
instruction, see how the students respond and look physically at the student to see if their hand and
physique is able to cope with the specific demands of the instrument.
As well as asking students to have open minded attitude towards various instruments, we
deliberately restrict the number of students learning a certain instrument. We equate this to
sporting recruitment. For example an AFL coach does not want a team of full forwards, with no ruck,
wing, or defence players. The same is for a music program; we need a balance of woodwind, brass,
percussion, string, guitar, piano and vocalists to be successful. Students will naturally gravitate to
instruments they are familiar with and may not have ever heard of a Euphonium or a Bassoon. We
deliberately restrict the number of students enrolled in guitar instrumental lesson in year 7 to create
interest and enrolments in other orchestral instruments. We believe that the classroom music
program provides adequate access to guitar, keyboards and voice, and then actively recruit for their
more familiar instruments from year 8 onwards. This formula has been very successful over the past
decade and now perpetuates the expectation of creating successful balanced ensembles.
Our fee structure for instrumental music is:
Weekly group lesson and ensemble rehearsal = $375 per year
Ensemble Only (taking lessons outside of school) = $125 per year
Hire of instrument = $300 per year
This fee structure is very reasonable in terms of price. To take private lessons outside of the school,
or at a Non-government school is approximately $50 per lesson, per half an hour. On top of this,
families that are experiencing difficulties meeting the costs of the school music program and are
contributing positively to the overall program can make private arrangement with our business
manager. I understand that some schools are charging upwards of $1000 for music lessons in state
schools in a “user pays” structure. Charging that level of fees would exclude many families from
having the opportunity to learn an instrument and to be a part of the music program at Glen
Waverley Secondary College.
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Glen Waverley Secondary College Ensemble Program Summary 2012:
Students taking instrumental lessons at the College must participate in an ensemble. Many students
who have private music lessons outside the College choose to participate in our outstanding
ensemble program. Students often participate in a number of ensembles e.g. Symphonic Band,
Junior Jazz, and Middle School Choir.
Number of students in each ensemble
Concert Bands
Beginner Band =
70
Strings Orchestras
Beginner Strings
= 67
Jazz Bands
Junior Jazz = 12
Choirs
Middle School
Choir = 20
Guitar Ensembles
Junior Guitar
Ensemble = 10
Symphony
Symphony
Orchestra
Orchestra = 60

Concert Band =
58
Intermediate
Strings = 47
Senior Jazz = 13
Senior Choir = 8

Symphonic Band
= 55
Senior Strings =
35
Latin Jazz = 18

Wind Ensemble =
45
Concert Strings
=40

Senior Guitar
Ensemble = 8

We had over 400 students participating in our music program in 2012, with many students
participating in more than one ensemble. Glen Waverley has one of the largest and most successful
music programs in Victoria. An average state school may have one or two concert bands, a choir, a
jazz group –we have four concert bands, two choirs, three jazz bands, one of the few state schools to
have a string orchestra (we are privileged to have four strings orchestras and a sixty piece symphony
orchestra).
There is also provision for students to form their own small instrumental ensemble or rock group.
We have groups with supervising music teachers volunteering their time for rock groups and small
ensemble groups to rehearse using school equipment before school, at lunchtime and after school.
We support their groups by providing performing opportunities at talent quests, lunchtime concerts,
assemblies, ceremonies and “battle of the bands”. There is an appreciation of all musical styles at
the school and students are encouraged in the music classroom, the instrumental lesson and the
ensemble rehearsal to explore a range of musical styles and genres. The music rooms are in constant
demand by students of all year levels and this reflects their interest and enthusiasm for music and
the value they place on it by being prepared to regularly give up their free time to participate in selfdriven musical pursuits.
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Areas for improvement and dedicated funding
While we have the structures, procedures and staffing to run a highly successful music program our
physical buildings – teaching/learning/performing spaces are inadequate and require a significant
building project. Schools such a Blackburn High School have recently suffered declining student
numbers and subsequent loss of instrumental staffing, yet have been granted a total rebuild of their
music centre and hall performing space.
We at Glen Waverley Secondary College are in great need of a purpose built music centre – with two
large ensemble rehearsal spaces, two classroom music teaching spaces and eight medium sized
instrumental teaching rooms. These purpose built rooms would also need to have adequate sound
proofing / acoustic balancing, heating and cooling units, secure instrument storage for students and
ensemble instruments, a recording and music technology suite and easily accessible performance
venues with raked seating for audience members.
Our situation has been improved with the school granting the music department the use and
conversion of a double portable. We have our music department spread over four venues in the
school. Due to the high demand for instrumental teaching rooms, our instrumental teachers have
locked toilet blocks in old PE change rooms, in an attempt to convert them into instrumental
teaching spaces. With five of our music teaching spaces attached to the exterior of the school Hall
we have the challenge of keeping our music spaces “silent” for over six weeks in the year to allow for
exam conditions in the Hall. This is a major disruption to the teaching and learning of music in the
school and a purpose built, multi-level music centre would allow for uninterrupted, year round
teaching schedule. The current site of the double portable would be idea for the building site of our
new music centre. I have visited the new facilities at Blackburn High School, Eltham High School and
the Victorian College of the Arts Secondary School and I am very much looking forward to be
working with school management, architects and consultants to assist in the design and build of a
purpose built music centre at Glen Waverley Secondary College.
I am extremely proud of the Glen Waverley Secondary College music department; we are a leading
voice in curriculum design, classroom and instrumental programs, and ensemble performance in
Victoria.
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Future optimum provision of music education in Victorian schools
I am positive about the future of music education in Victorian schools. With adequate funding
allocated to schools to provide opportunities and access to a wide variety of brass, woodwind, and
string instruments on top of contemporary/pop instruments, Victorian state school students can
have equity and access to a quality musical education. Musical education; not just for the rich, but
for all. To deliver a quality music program, work needs to be done with the VIT registration and
minimum qualifications of instrumental music teachers. In the past instrumental teachers need to be
fully registered teachers with the VIT. Teachers working towards their teaching degree were granted
a “permission to teach”. The rules have since changed and music teachers with only a music degree
and not a teaching degree simply need a “working with children” card to teach instrumental music.
This is undermining the professional standards of teaching in music and further decreasing the status
of music teaching in the teaching profession. A teaching degree and the expectation of continuous
professional development should be the minimum standard for all music teachers; classroom and
instrumental music. State school jobs are now listed with “working with children card” needed in the
job description. Music teachers are not just “working” with children; they need the philosophical,
pedagogical, sensitivity, self and professional feedback and reflection, and a solid grounding in the
principles of teaching and learning.
Recommendations
1) I advocate strongly for the state government funded music education that does not exclude
students due to their socio-economic status.
2) I recommend that a music program should be considered as an integral component of a
school curriculum and must receive the support of the school community and leadership
team.
3) Classroom and instrumental music courses should find a balance of rigorous academic study,
research, theory, connections to other arts, performance skill as a soloist and as a
collaborative ensemble member.
4) Music education for music education’s sake should be the reason we teach music.
5) Music programs should include a variety of musical instruments and styles rather than only
offering contemporary popular instruments.
6) Music programs need to be provided by those with a teaching degree.
One of my favourite quotes was on a tea towel pinned to a lecturer’s door at the University of
Melbourne; “I will be a great day when music departments have all the funds they need and the
military has to run a bake sale”.
“In every successful business…there is one budget line that never gets cut. It’s called ‘Product
Development’ – and it’s the key to any company’s future growth. Music education is critical to the
product development of this nation’s most important resource – our children.”
- John Sykes — President, VH1
“A mediocre music teacher tells. A good music teacher explains. A superior music teacher
demonstrates. A great music teacher inspires.”- William Arthur Ward.
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Habits of Mind
Amy Wert –
St Joseph’s College, Geelong
11am Saturday July 18, 2009

Art Costa – Habits of Mind

Introductory Poem written for a new picture book for introducing kids to HOM (not yet published)
A habit is something you repeat and repeat
Like saying “hello” to the people you meet.
Some habits are good; some habits are bad.
Some make you happy; some make you sad.
Habits are like a garden full of seeds,
Some grow into flowers; others into weeds.
Habits like exercising are good to do
Habits like smoking are bad for you.
Some habits are noisy like cracking your toes
Some habits are gross like picking your nose.
Once you have a habit it’s very hard to lose
So be very careful of the ones you choose.
Allow me to speak to you as a good friend
And suggest the habits that I recommend.
They are habits for your mind – that’s right – just for you.
They help you solve problems and know what to do.
As you turn the pages of this book and read each poem
you’ll be welcoming great habits into your home.

GTKY
• “Get to know you”
“As you think about your upcoming
musical activities and teaching, what are
you most looking forward to?”
• Listen, paraphrase and ask a probing
question about what you heard

Activity
Imaging a student you have taught for
several years. She/He comes to you and
asks you to write a reference for her/him.
Write down some of the words/phrases
you would like to be able to include on this
reference.

16 Habits of Mind
Persisting

Managing impulsivity

Listening with understanding
and empathy

Thinking flexibly

Metacognition
(Thinking about your thinking)

Striving for accuracy

Questioning and problem solving
Thinking and communicating with
clarity and precision
Creating, imagining and innovating
Taking responsible risks
Thinking interdependently

Applying past knowledge to new
situations
Gathering data through all
senses
Responding with wonderment
and awe
Finding humour
Remaining open to continuous
learning

Habits of Mind
A Habit of Mind is knowing how to behave intelligently
when you DON’T know the answer. This means that you
will know how to act or behave in any situation.
Our focus is on you. We want you to be thinking students
and prepare you for your future.
The 16 Habits of Mind will equip you with a set of skills,
attitudes and tendencies to act intelligently in any
situation.
Henry Toi
South East Asia
Institute for the
Habits of Mind

Identifying the quality of use –
Habits of Mind
Vick Vapour Drops – Beatbox Choir
(you tube movie file)
Which HOM are used well by the people
involved in this commercial?
(you tube movie file – “making of”
commercial)
Does this commercial inspire you for the
teaching and learning of a particular HOM
and musical activity?

Mindful and Thoughtful
Once HOM are internalised they serve as an “internal compass” to
guide our decisions and actions
What is it to be mindful?
“This moment deserves your full attention, for it will not pass your way
again”
Mindlessness Vs Mindfulness
Casual
Devote mind energy
Spontaneous
Like a connoisseur (savour each
moment, like wine / chocolates)
Auto-pilot
Pay attention
Read great book by Daniel Siegal “The Mindful Brain” 2007

Persistence

Persevering on a task even though the resolution
is not immediately apparent
Stick to it!

Persistence in Music

With the people around you and discuss what
you expect students to actually DO when you
ask them to be persistent.

Persistence in Music
Conductor / Teacher
• Maintain your vision for your ensemble
• Encouraging students to practise
• Modelling HOW to practise and WHAT
to practise
• Educating your audiences with “quality
repertoire” little by little
• Extending the repertoire and
experience of your musicians
• Keep the ensemble moving through a
piece especially when sight reading,
recover and move on
• Getting through corrections, reports to
give students and parents necessary
feedback
• Trying different strategies when
students don’t “get it” keep trying until
they “get it”

Student
• Keeping focus in rehearsal
• Practising but not to the point of RSI
• Following instructions from practise
journal
• Recovering from a mistake – move on
• Tests – don’t give up
• Using a diary/calendar to plan towards
the goal of playing –
exam/recital/concert
• Completing all required work
• Encouraging “self talk”
• Technical work – chunking it up,
slower tempo
• Not instantly gratified
• Keep your "eyes on the prize”

Managing Impulsivity

Acting with forethought and deliberation
Take your time!

Managing Impulsivity in Music
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Take a breath before starting a
performance
Taking the time to check stage set up,
piano/music stand/mic stand etc
Think the tempo (not too fast when
nervous or excited)
If make a mistake onstage don’t “give
it away” to the audience
“Act like a pro”
Live Sound checks – follow
instructions from engineer – don’t
“stuff around” onstage, play/sing at the
volume and the type of repertoire you
are playing
Behaviour in rehearsal
Concert Etiquette
Rehearsal technique – before
launching in to criticism “catch” the
ensemble doing something good

•
•

•
•

Responding in person to
students/parents/colleagues who may
be stressed, angry, overexcited
Responding to emails – would you say
it “face to face”, sometimes it’s better
to “sleep on it” organise to meet face
to face or make a phone call
Don’t “take the bait” when others try to
influence your behaviour
“Traffic Light” Stop, Think, Act

Teaching FOR the Habit of
Managing Impulsivity

•
•
•
•
•

How will students learn to manage their
impulsivity if:
If I plan out all the steps to be followed
If I don’t give students think time
If I don’t use wait time well
If I reward the faster answer (first hand up)
If I don’t give them strategies to help
manage impulsivity

Misconception about H.O.M.
• “The Habits of Mind are an extra that are going
to add to your work load.”
• In many cases, giving the students the
opportunity to engage in the Habits of Mind
requires less work by the teacher. One of the
challenges of working with the Habits of Mind is
to give back some of the responsibility for
thinking to the students, and to scaffold this
thinking carefully so that students can develop
these dispositions in a considered way.

Thinking Flexibly

Changing perspectives, generating alternatives, considering options
Look at it another way!

What do you do when you need to
generate ideas?
• Discuss this with the person next to you….

Key Skills of Creative Thinking
• Understand it’s a skill not a gift!
• Understanding how the brain works as a
pattern making machine
• Being Deliberate – make the effort to step
outside these patterns
• Withholding Judgement
• Practise – it’s a skill so it needs to be
exercised and refined

Thinking Flexibly in Music
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rehearsal technique – play “opposites” e.g.. pick a
phrase and play the total opposite dynamics or
articulation, get players to exaggerate, then go back
and play original – it’s amazing the difference and
how they are more intent in observing the “correct”
markings
Ensemble set up – swap rows around, sections
around for a rehearsal
“Circle” rehearsal technique
Teach conducting patterns, let students conduct
sections as they sing their parts
Work with student conductors to conduct a piece at
“low pressure” rehearsals/concerts
Give out scores to interested ensemble members
Let players stop playing and let them sit and
watch/listen from another position in the ensemble
Swap sheet music and listening to records – ask
what they heard that was “new”, what different
perspectives do they have for the piece now
“Listening Chair” – see Sue Arney
Perception of aural /theory concepts – explain that
when working out modes you can have different
starting points – major key signatures, intervals,
modes from major scale – is F mixolydian F major
with a flattened 7th, or F mixolydian is the 5th mode
of Bb major

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

“Flexpertise” ICOT plenary session
Perceiving cross rhythms simple/compound
equivalents
Sight transposing
Catering for different learning styles explaining the
same concepts from many angles
Having many players learn the solo – listen to
different interpretations of the phrase/tone also give
many soloists a change to perform the solo for
different occasions
Piece a “solo” piece but allocate many soloists give
each one a phrase to play
Use “failure” as a learning experience

Striving for Accuracy

Desiring exactness, craftsmanship and fidelity

Check it again!

Striving for Accuracy in Music
• Scales and Technical
Work
• Theory and Aural
Training
• Recording your
rehearsals and
listening back
• Metronome / Click
track

• Style and
Characteristic
• Bringing the
composer’s vision to
life
• Develop strategies to
double check written
work and theory
• Ensemble – matching
articulation

Teaching Striving for Accuracy
• “There are 3 mistakes on this page.
Please come back when you find them.”
This strategy is about pointing students
towards their errors letting them find them
and correct them.
The degree of direction you give them will
depend on the context
• Set tests where students have to identify
and correct mistakes

Teaching FOR the Habit of Striving
for Accuracy
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How will students learn to strive for accuracy if:
I accept mediocrity?
If I set the standards of success
If I allow my errors to go uncorrected
If students don’t have the opportunity to resubmit
If the expectations I set are not high
If the expectations are the same for all students

Getting to the Heart of
Striving for Accuracy
Striving for accuracy is about:
• Setting a (high) standard to achieve
• Having a clear picture of what this
standard will look like when achieved
• Developing strategies that involve
checking progress against the standard

Responding with Wonderment and
Awe
Finding the world
fascinating,
intriguing, and
phenomenal.
Being passionate.
Awesome!

Wonderment and Awe – World
Splash
Mild

Moderate

Strong

Attentive

Fascinated

Stunned

Interested

Curious

Awe-struck

Motivated

Amazed

Passionate

Intrigued

Dazzled
Astonished
Enthralled

Responding to awe!
• As musicians/conductors we are often dealing
post performance judging our performances and
many audience members might come up to us
“wow that was amazing” and we’re like “no it
wasn’t” because we’re so “in” the performance.
• Many audience members may have never heard
the piece or even our type of
ensemble/instruments/voice perform so they are
in awe and wonderment – we need to learn how
to accept praise and find things to praise about
every performance we make – find the new.

Reflection
• Reflect on a time when an experience,
event or object captured your interest,
intrigue and fascination. What was it that
captivated you? Why?

Persistence

Persevering on a task even though the resolution
is not immediately apparent
Stick to it!

Persistence in Music
Conductor / Teacher
• Maintain your vision for your ensemble
• Encouraging students to practise
• Modelling HOW to practise and WHAT
to practise
• Educating your audiences with “quality
repertoire” little by little
• Extending the repertoire and
experience of your musicians
• Keep the ensemble moving through a
piece especially when sight reading,
recover and move on
• Getting through corrections, reports to
give students and parents necessary
feedback
• Trying different strategies when
students don’t “get it” keep trying until
they “get it”

Student
• Keeping focus in rehearsal
• Practising but not to the point of RSI
• Following instructions from practise
journal
• Recovering from a mistake – move on
• Tests – don’t give up
• Using a diary/calendar to plan towards
the goal of playing –
exam/recital/concert
• Completing all required work
• Encouraging “self talk”
• Technical work – chunking it up,
slower tempo
• Not instantly gratified
• Keep your "eyes on the prize”

Managing Impulsivity

Acting with forethought and deliberation
Take your time!

Managing Impulsivity in Music
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Take a breath before starting a
performance
Taking the time to check stage set up,
piano/music stand/mic stand etc
Think the tempo (not too fast when
nervous or excited)
If make a mistake onstage don’t “give
it away” to the audience
“Act like a pro”
Live Sound checks – follow
instructions from engineer – don’t
“stuff around” onstage, play/sing at the
volume and the type of repertoire you
are playing
Behaviour in rehearsal
Concert Etiquette
Rehearsal technique – before
launching in to criticism “catch” the
ensemble doing something good

•
•

•
•

Responding in person to
students/parents/collaegues who may
be stressed, angry, overexcited
Responding to emails – would you say
it “face to face”, sometimes it’s better
to “sleep on it” organise to meet face
to face or make a phone call
Don’t “take the bait” when others try to
influence your behaviour
“Traffic Light” Stop, Think, Act

Listening with
understanding and empathy
Devoting mental energy to
another person’s thoughts
and ideas. Make an effort to
perceive another’s point of
view and emotions.

Understanding Others!

Listening with understanding and
empathy in Music
•
•
•
•

Body language when listening to
others
Putting yourself in the position of
the beginner, struggler, gifted,
teenager, VCE student
Dealing with parents
Meet students halfway with styles
they are interested in, you choose
4 pieces, they choose 1

•

•
•

•

Explain in lessons and in
rehearsals “I understand that this
section is tricky…” leaps/intervals,
tuning, technical challenges –
shifting positions/going over the
break, articulation technique
Concert etiquette – let the
students know how to behave at
different concert situations
Helping kids resolve conflict –
often students will confide with
their music teacher – anxious,
angry, self pressured. You can
direct them to school services
Aural skills, rehearsals – listening
skills, how to blend, match and
adjust intonation

Thinking Flexibly

Changing perspectives, generating alternatives, considering options
Look at it another way!

Thinking Flexibly in Music
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rehearsal technique – play “opposites” e.g.. pick a
phrase and play the total opposite dynamics or
articulation, get players to exaggerate, then go back
and play original – it’s amazing the difference and
how they are more intent in observing the “correct”
markings
Ensemble set up – swap rows around, sections
around for a rehearsal
“Circle” rehearsal technique
Teach conducting patterns, let students conduct
sections as they sing their parts
Work with student conductors to conduct a piece at
“low pressure” rehearsals/concerts
Give out scores to interested ensemble members
Let players stop playing and let them sit and
watch/listen from another position in the ensemble
Swap sheet music and listening to records – ask
what they heard that was “new”, what different
perspectives do they have for the piece now
“Listening Chair” – see Sue Arney
Perception of aural /theory concepts – explain that
when working out modes you can have different
starting points – major key signatures, intervals,
modes from major scale – is F mixolydian F major
with a flattened 7th, or F mixolydian is the 5th mode
of Bb major

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

“Flexpertise” ICOT plenary session
Perceiving cross rhythms simple/compound
equivalents
Sight transposing
Catering for different learning styles explaining the
same concepts from many angles
Having many players learn the solo – listen to
different interpretations of the phrase/tone also give
many soloists a change to perform the solo for
different occasions
Piece a “solo” piece but allocate many soloists give
each one a phrase to play
Use “failure” as a learning experience

Thinking about your thinking
(Metacognition)

Being aware of your own thoughts, strategies,
feelings and actions and their effects on others.

Know your knowing!

Metacognition in Music
• Make your thinking
strategies explicit
• Mind Maps
• Graphic organisers
• Self Assessment
• Self reflection
• Journaling
• Music theory – show
your “working out”

• Ask students – how to
you get that answer?
• How do students
memorise music?
• How do you
compose?

Striving for Accuracy

Persevering on a task even though the
resolution is not immediately apparent
Stick to it!

Striving for Accuracy in Music
• Scales and Technical
Work
• Theory and Aural
Training
• Recording your
rehearsals and
listening back
• Metronome / Click
track

• Style and
Characteristic
• Bringing the
composer’s vision to
life
• Develop strategies to
double check written
work and theory
• Ensemble – matching
articulation

Questioning and problem solving

Have a questioning
attitude; knowing what
data are needed and
developing questioning
strategies to produce
those data. Finding
problems to solve.

How do you know?

Questioning and Problem Solving
in Music
• Work out which expert can
help you best for different
musical situations? Private
teacher, classroom teacher,
ensemble director
• “There are no stupid
questions…only stupid people”
• Is this the best use of my time?
• How would a professional
musician, composer, conductor
do in this situation? (like “What
would Jesus do?)

• “What if’s” – try to anticipate
issues with concerts,
performances;
• - spare copies of the music
• - have alternative players learn
the solo sections
• -soundchecks dealing with
different acoustic environments
-how to accommodate with this
in terms of tone, resonance,
volume, “speed of light Vs
speed of sound”
• Advertising and marketing
ideas/solutions

Applying past knowledge to new
situations

Accessing prior knowledge; transferring knowledge
beyond the situation in which it was learned.

Use what you learn!

Applying past knowledge to new
situations in Music
• From the known to the
unknown
• Introduce new concepts/topics
by relating it them to ones they
are familiar
• Building repertoire and
knowledge of composers
• Teach the concepts of the
elements of music explicitly in
rehearsals – make
connections in context of a
piece so you don’t have to “reinvent the wheel” with your
ensemble

• Build on skill and technique
• Revision before moving on
• Rehearsal technique – how to
intro a new piece in rehearsal
• Aural training – connect
intervals to songs, chords
/chord progressions to pop
songs
• Aural training – using Kodaly
based rhythm language “ti-ti”
and solfa
• Aural training –e.g. modes –
mixolydian sounds like a major
scale with a lowered 7th

Thinking and communicating with
clarity and precision
Strive for accurate communication in both written and
oral form; avoiding over generalisations, distortions,
deletions and exaggerations.

Be clear!

Thinking and communicating with
clarity and precision in Music
• Insert thinking time
• Allow your thoughts to settle –
clear “free your mind and the
rest will follow” En vogue
• “The Power of Now”
• Check notation fonts and
layout of parts. Some part may
have to be rewritten or
explained prior to rehearsal
• Have analysed and prepared
scores prior to rehearsal, make
notes and have a “lesson plan”
or structure for rehearsal
• Communicate – verbal, non
verbal

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Conducting gesture
Talk less in rehearsal
Demonstrate by singing part
Ask one instrument or a
section to play a part to
demonstrate the concept
needed
Articulation, dynamic
Shape your phrases – find the
line in music
Understand the form in music,
punctuate
Interpretation and style – have
a point of view

Gather data through all senses
Pay attention to the world around you.
Gather data through all the senses; touch,
taste, smell, hearing and sight.

Use your natural pathways!

Gathering data through all senses
in Music
•

•

•
•
•

•

Amazingly many students play and
practise without really listening –
increase awareness of listening,
record and playback, video
On the flip side many students who
rely on learning through imitation and
memorisation can benefit from
increasing their understanding reading
of notated music
You tube, CD, DVD, watching and
listening to your teacher, other
students
Aesthetic in music – can music sound
sweet, bitter, harsh
When playing music recordings to your
class or ensemble strive for the best
recording and playback equipment to
give a more fuller sense of the music
The power and impact of live
performance to take music in from all
senses

•
•

-

Take students to concerts or have
juniors listen to seniors live at the start
of the year or the unit
Do not underestimate the “sixth” sense
– feeling! Music can be abstract and
not necessarily be explained in words,
or pictures;
aural training “What does a major 7th
chord feel like in your body?
how can tapping along to the beat
assist with rhythmic transcription
Touch – piano, percussion technique,
wind instruments tongue articulation,
strings – left hand hammer on and off,
right hand weight, angle and point of
attack on or off the string

Creating, imagining, innovating

Generating new and novel ideas, fluency, originality

Try a different way!

Creating, making and innovating in
music
• Flow of consciousness
• No “wrong answers” - reserve
judgement
• Think “outside the box”
• Concert programming
• Music and multimedia
• Create your own gigs
• Make technical work more
engaging – don’t just play the
notes create drama through
articulation, patterns, dynamic
and tempo
• Rubato

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improvisation
Composition
Arranging
Creating interpretations of
composed or recorded music
Performing
Collaboration
Alternative fingerings
Tone / playing techniques
Use of technology
Using the internet to promote
your music

Responding with wonderment and
awe
Have fun figuring it out!
Finding the world
awesome, mysterious
and being intrigued
with phenomena and
beauty.

Responding with wonderment and
awe in Music
• Remember why we
wanted to play music
in the first place
• Find the “new” in
pieces each time you
play them
• Congratulate yourself
and others – “catch
them doing great!”

• Go to live concerts of
your favourite soloists
and ensembles
• Be genuinely excited
when you notice
progress
• You tube, DVD and
CD
• Sight reading –
finding new repertoire

Taking responsible risks
Being adventuresome;
living on the edge of
one’s competence. Try
new things constantly.

Venture out!

Taking Responsible Risks in Music
• Trying new conducting and
rehearsal techniques
• Move beyond keeping time to
shape the phrase
• Give more responsibility to
class/ensemble members
• Every performance we do
• Having a vision for your
ensemble/believing in your
vision

• Daring to dream – budget,
fundraising, working with
management
• Having confidence to…
• Choosing repertoire
25% Easy
50% Can play in 2 months
25% Very different maybe in the
year “carrot” connect to
continuous learning
• Ensemble balance – knowing
when to “stick out” and when to
“blend”
• OSH concerns – lifting, sound
levels, asking for help
• Sight reading

Finding humour
Finding the whimsical,
incongruous and
unexpected. Being
able to laugh at
oneself.

Laugh a little!

Finding Humour in Music
• Defuse anger with
appropriate humour
• Find video / YouTube
videos to help intro a new
topic
• Don’t take yourself too
seriously – the sun will
come up tomorrow
• Help kids through nerves,
or a poor performance

• Pastiche
• Parody / Scherzo /
Capriccio
• Grainger’s music makes
me smile

Thinking interdependently

Being able to work in and learn from others in reciprocal situations

Work together!

Thinking interdependently in Music
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Collaboration – composing,
concerts, other schools, combined
items
Ensemble playing
Working with Colleagues, music
staff, faculty, school, community
Masterclasses
Festivals
Attending Concerts
Networking

•

•
•

•

•
•

Preparing students to work with
accompanists – recordings, copies
of the piano part, have them study
the piano part, write cues on their
part
Ensemble technique
Re-hear-sal - the purpose of
rehearsal it not to learn your part
but to learn how your part works
with the others
Small ensembles and rock groups,
sometimes better to work
individually before putting parts
together
Respect – yourself, other
musicians, don’t waste time
Listen, match, innovate, contribute

Remaining open to continuous
learning
Having humility and
pride when admitting
we don’t know;
resisting
complacency.
I have so much to learn!

Remaining open to continuous
learning in Music
• As musicians do we ever
“master” our instrument
• Maintaining and building
our skills
• Re-visiting repertoire
• New repertoire
• Second, third, forth, fifth
instruments

• Admitting when we don’t
know the answer (write
down questions and bring
the answers back next
lesson/rehearsal)
• Make music for me!
• Follow your own passions
and learn new skills – like
tap dancing, web design,\
etc

Revision
• Habits of Mind – isn’t a “new” concept or “rocket
science” we have them “in us” or “in our brains”
its what we have mostly known about and taught
about informally in our teaching.
• Habits of Mind give a common language and a
repertoire of attitudes and approaches to adopt
when one doesn’t know what to do.
• Habits of Mind are applicable to professional
and personal life
• You never “master” the habits we are all on a
continuous lifelong journey

What Now?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create awareness – indentify the use of Habits of Mind
Understand the language – explore the Habits of Mind, posters, card
games, presentations
Look at the work you are already doing and enrich lessons by explicitly
teaching the strategies of Habits of Mind
Infuse the Habits into your own teaching and learning
Teach the skills of the Habit as how they can help the student be a better
musician
As teachers we prompt the students on Habits until the students can identify
themselves which habit is most useful (internalisation of Habits)
Reflection and evaluation of use of Habits and incorporate future goals

MANAGE YOUR IMPULSIVITY!
Do some more reading, investigation and PD on Habits of Mind
Consider this for planning for next term or next year
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Interested in learning more about
the Habits of Mind?
• Conferences in October and November
Hawaii, Auckland, Singapore and Sydney
Contact:
James Anderson – mindful by design
www.mindfulbydesign.com
amyw@sjc.vic.edu.au Amy Wert

Term 1 Amy Wert - Solo Clarinet Piece
Range - low E to high F# above the staff
Articulation
slurs, staccato, long accent, sffz, tenuto, mezzo-staccato
Features - 3 octave sweeps utilising leaps of thirds and forths
Con fuoco dotted crotchet = 148
"with fire" - very fast
tempo giusto - in strict or exact time
dolce -sweetly
subito f - suddenly loud/strong

Sonatina for Clarinet Solo
by Richard Rodney Bennet
1982 - dedicated to Angela Morley, commissioned by the MidNorthumberland Arts Group for the National Clarinet Competiton for
Young People 1983 (United Kingdom)

Technical Issues
- chunching sections with slow exact practise
- isolate arpeggios, play them ascending and descending
-intonation in third register
Cross Rhythms
- compound and simple time quaver groupings to
emhance the jazz 'groove'
Sir Richard Rodney Bennett
b.1936-d.2012
(England)
His mum studied music with Gustav Holst.
He started playing piano and composing from an
early age.
Bennett studied music in England at the Royal
Academy, and studied composition in Paris with
Pierre Boulez. He compsed in the serialist style
then moved onto more tonal and jazz infuenced
works.

Bennett's classical compositions include over
200 works:
Three Symphonies
Five Operas
Concertos for nearly every instrument
Chamber and Choral works
Bennett was a renounded caberet performer
and accompanist

Performance of Bennett's Saxophone Sonata
Bennett is famous for
his TV and film
scores

http://m.youtube.com/watch?v=DYrXssDKoPs

